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Statement of the Basis for Jurisdiction

On March 5, 2015, the County Court of Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska, sitting as a

Juvenile Court, entered a final order terminating the parental rights of both parents' (T50). A

Notice of Appeal and Application to Proceed in Forma Pauperis were filed on March 20,2015.

Statement of the Case

I. Nature of the Case:

This is an appeal from an order entered by the County Court of Scotts Bluff County,

Nebraska, sitting as a Juvenile Court, adjudicating Demarcus O. to be within the meaning of

Neb. Rev. Stat. g 43-247(3)(a) (Reissue 2008) and terminating the parental rights of both parents

to Demarcus O. after atrial and submission of briefs by the parties. (T50).

[. Issues Tried Below:

Whether Demarcus O. was within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat. 5 43-247(3)(a), whether

grounds for termination of parental rights existed under Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 43-292 (Reissue 2008),

and whether termination of his parents' parental rights was in Demarcus O.'s best interests'

III. How the Issues Were Decided:

On March 5,2015, the County Court of Scotts Bluff County, Nebraska, sitting as a

Juvenile Court, entered an order adjudicating Demarcus O. to be a child within the meaning of

Neb. Rev. Stat. g 43-241(3)(a) and terminating the Appellant's parental rights. (T50). The court

found grounds for termination existed as alleged under Neb. Rev. Stat' $ 43'292 (2), and (9), and

that termination was in Demarcus O''s best interests' (T36)'

IV. Standard of Review:

Juvenile cases are reviewed de novo on the record. In re Interest of Jagger L.,270 Neb.

828, 708 N.W.2d 802 (2006).



Propositions of Law

I

At the adjudication hearing, the court's only concern is whether the conditions

the juvenile presently finds himself fit within the asserted subsection of $ 43-247.

which

In re Interest of Angelica L. & Daniel L.,277 Neb. 984, 767 N.W.2d74 (2009).

II

Circumstantial evidence may be sufficient to prove that a child is a juvenile within the

meaning of subsection (3)(a) of this section where the record shows a parent's control over the

child during the period when the abuse or neglect occured and multiple injuries or other serious

impairment of health have occurred which ordinarily would not occur in the absence of abuse or

neglect.

In re Interest of McCauley H., 3 Neb. App.474,529 N.W.2d77 (1995)

ru

Evidence establishing that a child sustained injuries of a nature not likely to occur in the

normal course of the child's movement, such injuries would have some physical manifestations

associated with them, and the parent failed to seek medical treatment is sufficient to find the

child is a neglected child within the Nebraska Juvenile Code.

In re Interest of A.L.G.,230 Neb. 732, 432 N.W.2d 852 (1988).

ry

To terminate parental rights, the State must prove by clear and convincing evidence that

one or more of the statutory grounds permitting termination exist and that termination is in the

juvenile's best interests.

In re Interests of Slqte W.,14 Neb. App. 74,704 N.W.2d 1 (2005)



V

"Aggravated circumstances" as used in Neb. Rev. Stat. 5 43-292 embodies the concept

that the nature of the abuse or neglect must have been so severe or repetitive that to attempt

reunification would jeopardize and compromise the safety of the child and would place the child

in a position of unreasonable risk to be reabused.

In re Angelina G,, 20 Neb. App. 646, 830 N.W.2d 512 (2013)

VI

Aggravated circumstances exist when a child suffers severe, intentional physical abuse.

In re Ryder J.,283 Neb. 318, 809 N.W.2d 255 (2012)

vu

The foremost purpose and objective of the Nebraska Juvenile Code is to promote and

protect the juvenile's best interests.

Inre Interest of Karlie D.,283 Neb. 581, 811 N.W.2d2l4 (2012)

vIII

Whether termination of parental rights is in the best interests of a child involves

consideration of two aspects: what the child might gain or lose by a continued relationship with

the parent, and what the child might gain by the prospects of new relationships which the

termination might open for the child.

In re Interest of Heather G. er al.,12 Neb. App. 12,664 N.W.2d 448 (2003)



Statement of Facts

Cassandra Miller is the biological mother of Aubrei, born May 4,2011, and Demarcus,

bom October 6, 2013. (457:18; 170:18-21; 173,23-1746). Aubrei's biological father is

unknown, (544..25-545:9), but Aubrei considers Cody Olbricht to be "daddy." (243:22-25). Cody

Olbricht is the biological father of Demarcu s. (544:20-22). Ms. Miller testified that at the time of

trial, in January 2015, she still considered herself to be in a relationship with Mr' Olbricht,

(544:1-2), and had been visiting him at jail. (544:3-7).

Demarcus's grandmother, Lynelle Pahl testified that Ms. Miller left Aubrei in Ms' Pahl's

care on New Year's Eve of 201 I and Ms. Miller did not return to the area until mid-Feburary

2012. (170:11; l7l:2-9;192:13-22). Aubrei was approximately seven months old when she was

placed in Ms. Pahl's care and she remained in Ms. Pahl's care until shortly before or after her

second birthday in the spring of 2013. (170:19; 171:1'6'18; 192:23'25). When Aubrei

transitioned back to Ms. Miller's care, Ms. Miller was pregnant with Demarcus and residing in

Scottsbluff with her boyfriend, Cody Olbricht. (17215-173:3; 173:23-174:6). When Demarcus

was born, he resided with Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht. (24:2-5;25:15-25).

At some point shortly after Aubrei was retumed to Ms. Miller's care in 2013, people in

Aubrei's life began to notice and document unusual injuries on her including fat lips and

frequent bruising on various parts of her body. (174:17-175:l;177:21-179:22;188:1-5; 328:15-

329:3;338:5-12;349:16-19 351:2-9). The injuries became increasingly frequent and severe over

time and the witnesses observed the bruises to be different sizes and different colors. (216:14-25;

338:22-339:21). Rebecca Bradford, who worked at daycare where Aubrei attended, testified that

she observed bruises on Aubrei almost daily. (335:3-4; 339:19-21).
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Ms. Bradford testified that Aubrei's demeanor changed when Aubrei went back to living

with her mom; Aubrei staned throwing fits and refusing to participate at daycare. (340:9-15).

Danielle Self, owner of the daycare where Aubrei attended, described Aubrei as ,,a wreck,,

emotionally, (353:17-18), and testified that her development seemed to be regressing, (354:15-

17). Ms. Pahl noticed that Aubrei seemed to be losing weight. (219:22-220:12).

When confronted, Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht always provided explanations for the

injuries, such as Aubrei had been hit by her younger brother, Aubrei's lip was swollen due to an

allergic reaction, and Aubrei had fallen down the stairs. (175:19-21; 350:ll-21;352:8-13). Ms.

Self testified that Ms. Miller would sometimes give the same story to explain different injuries.

(349:22-25;350:22-24). Ms. Bradford and Ms. Pahl observed Aubrei to be very nervous and

upset when being picked up by Mr. Olbricht or returned home to Mr. Olbricht's care. (176:11-

13;177:5-l l; 191:14-192:l;340:21-341'2). Aubrei would cry, chew on her fingernails, and cling

to Ms. Pahl. (212:15-24). Ms. Pahl testified that Aubrei had regressed significantly with her potty

training since returning to live with her mom, and both Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht had

complained to Ms. Pahl about Aubrei having accidents. (189:l O-20; t9l:3-13). Ms. pahl testified

that at times she observed Mr. olbricht pinch his sons' cheeks. (174:9-13).

Ashley McMurtry, Child and Families Services Specialist with the Nebraska Department

of Health and Human Services, testifred that she observed numerous bruises and injuries to

Aubrei while conducting a child abuse investigation in April 2014. (144:ll-147:2). The injuries

included bruising on Aubrei's head, face, torso, and legs, as well as scratches and marks on

Aubrei's torso. (144:ll-147:2). CFSS McMurtry testified that Ms. Miller explained some of the

injuries as having occurred when Aubrei fell down the stairs while helping Ms. Miller do

laundry. (147:8-16). Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht told CFSS McMurtry that the injury on the side



of Aubrei's torso had been there for over a month. (147:11-14). Ms. Miller told CFSS McMurtry

that Aubrei was anemic and bruised easily. (l4S:l-2). CFSS McMurtry requested that Ms. Miller

take Aubrei to be seen by a pediatrician. (147:19-20).

Officer Aaron Kleensang testified that he investigated a report of burns on Aubrei's face

in September 2014 and during that investigation, Ms. Miller told Officer Kleensang that Aubrei

had been bumed by ahot shower several weeks prior. (112:18-114:14; 118:19-21). Ms. Miller

also told Officer Kleensang that the burns had been treated by Aubrei's pediatrician, Dr. Gandre.

(l14:18-20; 116:12-17). Officer Kleensang testified that at the time of his investigation, he

observed Aubrei to have a split lip and bruising on her legs. (113:24-25;114:21-23). Ms. Miller

told Officer Kleensang that Aubrei was anemic and low on iron so she bruised easily. (115:3-4).

Ms. Pahl also testified regarding the burns to Aubrei's face and explained that she did not think

Ms. Miller's explanation for the bums made sense because the burns were isolated to Aubrei's

face. (180:6-10). When Ms. Pahl confronted Ms. Miller, Ms. Miller became defensive and told

Ms. Pahl to talk to Mr. Olbricht. (180:10-12).

Dr. Rachel Gandre testified that she did not treat Aubrei for a burn to her face during

August or Septemb er 2014 or at any other time. (250:2-6). When shown photographs of the burn

to Aubrei's face, Dr. Gandre believed the injury looked like something that needed to be

medically treated. (256:13-15). Dr. Gandre testified that she did see Aubrei in the pediatric clinic

just prior to Aubrei's third birthday. (24:16-22). Aubrei had been referred by DHHS for an

evaluation of her bruising. (247:20-22).Dr.Gandre testified that Aubrei certainly had evidence

of bruising, but Dr. Gandre did not feel evaluation for a bleeding disorder was wruranted. (248:8-

12; 253:17-20). Dr. Gandre testified that she requested a skeletal scan and her staff twice

informed Ms. Miller of the need for follow-up x-rays after the scan showed a possible wrist
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fracture, but Ms. Miller never made an appointment for that follow-tp. (249:1-lg). In her

testimony, Ms. Miller confirmed that she got a call from the nurse regarding a follow-up

appointment but "totally spaced it off,,, (a64:a-\.

Dr. Gandre testified that based on her review of Aubrei's medical records, Aubrei had

grown normally until approximately age two. (250:24-251 : 1). Between the ages of two and three

Aubrei gained less than a pound. (251:l-9). Had Aubrei continued to grow normally, she should

have gained approximately four pounds during that year. (251 :l -9).

On September 27,2014, Jenna Marez agreed to babysit Aubrei and Aubrei,s brother,

Demarcus. (316:17-21). Ms. Marez testified that just as she arrived to meet with Ms. Miller and

Mr. Olrbicht to get the kids, Aubrei vomited. (318:12-13). Aubrei appeared lethargic. (31g:21).

Ms. Miller took Aubrei inside to clean her up. (318:22-23). Ms. Pahl had watched Aubrei briefly

a week before, on the previous Monday, and testified that Aubrei was lethargic and vomiting on

that date. (218:25-21912). Ms. Miller reported to Ms. Marezthat abruise on Aubrei,s cheek was

from Mr' Olbricht's son hitting her in the face that day. (321:14-17;333:2). That evening, Ms.

Marcz saw more bruises on Aubrei's back and legs and sent photographs to Ms. pahl. (320:1-3;

322:9-15). Ms. Marez described the bruising on Aubrei's back by stating that there were

numerous bruises, at least ten, of various colors. (323:17-324:3). Ms. Marczalso observed blood

in Aubrei's eye and photographed that. (321:4-5), A few days prior, Ms. Miller had told her

friend, Tera Olds, that she believed the bleeding in Aubrei's eye was the result of Aubrei being

scratched by her brother. (431:3-15). Ms. Marez testified that during the evening of September

27,2014, Ms. Miller sent her one text message to check on the kids and that was the only time

Ms. Marez heard from Ms. Miller or Mr. olbricht that night. (324:15-lg).



The next morning, September 28,20t4, Ms. Pahl picked Aubrei and Demarcus up from

Ms. Marez's house. (188:6-13;327:3-9).Ms.Pahl described Aubrei as "lifeless" and weak.

(188: 16- I 8; 217:18-25; 218:6-9). Ms. Marez showed Ms. Pahl Aubrei's bruises. (218:3-6). Ms.

Pahl took Aubrei directly to Regional West Medical Center (RWMC). (188:6-13; 327:3-9).

Aubrei was admitted to RWMC and flown to the Children's Hospital Colorado the same day.

(220:19-221:9). Aubrei remained hospitalized until october 9,2014. (221:10-ll).

Officer Krisa Shelly testified that she responded to RWMC on September 28, 2014,

before Aubrei was flown to Children's Hospital Colorado. (97:23-98:2). Officer Shelly observed

Aubrei to be very frail and thin. (107:9-12). Officer Shelly also observed bruising all over

Aubrei's body and bleeding in Aubrei's eye. (99:20-105:ll; 111:6-9). Ms. Miller and told

Officer Shelly that Aubrei had been ill for a week and they had planned to take her to see her

pediatrician the following day. (106:22-1074; 107:21-22). Mr. Olbricht explained one bruise on

Aubrei's face by saying that Mr. Olbricht's two-year-old son, Mychal, had hit Aubrei. (lO7:22-

24; 149:1-4). Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht explained that the linear bruise on Aubrei's ribcage

was from a fall on the stairs. (108:7-10). Ms. Miller told CFSS McMurtry that Aubrei had fallen

on rocks outside of the house. (148:22-25).Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht also told Officer Shelly

that the bruises were old and that they believed Aubrei suffered from some sort of iron

deficiency. ( 106:25- I07:2; 108:2-4).

Investigator Brandi Brunz testified that as part of a follow-up investigation a few days

after Aubrei was hospitalized, she executed an inspection warrant and later a search warrant of

Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht's home. (120:12-7;126:18-23). Investigator Brunz observed several

concerning things in the Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht's home including a knife and a utility tool

on the kitchen floor, (122:18-20); an unsecure second-story window in the children's room;
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minimal food in the home with no formula or baby food, (131:4-11); and Aubrei's bed soaked in

urine, (131:20-22). Investigator Brunz observed a child's potty-chair in the bathroom. (132:2-5).

Investigator Brunz also located some out-of-place wire hangers in a bedroom closet. (131:25-

132:l;135:l-7).Investigator Brunz later compared the wire hangers to photographs of Aubrei's

injuries and noted similarities between the shape of the hangers and the linear bruise on Aubrei's

side. (126:8-12;127:18-21). Investigator Brunz also tested the temperature of the water in the

shower and did not believe it was hot enough to burn a person. (139:9-140:2)'

When asked by Investigator Joe Rohrer on September 28, 2014, what could have caused

Aubrei's head injury, Ms. Miller responded that she had no idea. (508:17-15). During her

testimony in this case, Ms. Miller was asked about Aubrei's various injuries over the previous

year. Ms. Miller provided explanations, but for each incident also indicated that she was not

actually present when the injury happened. (487:24-488:l; 5014-16; 502:8-19; 503:12-23;

504:23-505:8; 509:1-512:9;515:1-11; 530:17-531:1). Ms. Miller acknowledged noticing the

blood in Aubrei's eye a week prior to Aubrei's hospitalization. (512:16-23), around the same

time that Aubrei began acting sick, (160:9-15). Ms, Miller testified she did not feel Aubrei

needed medical treatment for her eye. (513:16-19). Ms. Miller also did not think medical

treatment was necessary when Ms, Miller thought Aubrei had burned her face in the shower

earlier in September 2014,. (513:20-23). Ms. Miller testified that when she believed Aubrei had

split her lip after a fall in the shower in March 2014, she called the hospital and they told her

Aubrei did not need to be seen. (486:5-13 490:13-22).

When interviewed by Investigator Brian Buxbaum, Cody Olbricht immediately explained

that Aubrei had been acting strangely beginning on September 20,2014. (E77:156,156)' When

Mr. Olbricht was asked how Aubrei had received her injuries, Mr. Olbricht told the Investigator
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that Aubrei plays rough with Mr. Olbricht's sons. (165:15-24). Mr. Olbricht also explained that

Aubrei had fallen on a brick outside and hit her hip. (166:1-3). Mr. Olbricht admitted that he had

unintentionally pushed a Power Wheelstype toy vehicle into Aubrei's legs. (1 66:3-12). Mr.

olbricht had no explanation for Aubrei's head injury. (166:13-r6).

Dr' Jeffrey Salisbury, emergency room physician at RWMC, treated Aubrei on

September 28,2014. (281:18-22;2825-17). Dr. Salisbury stated when he first observed Aubrei

she was lethargic, she had a subconjunctival hemorrhage in her eye, and there were multiple

bruises in various stages of healing on her body. (283:14-23; 298:lg-22). Dr. Salisbury testified

that Aubrei "looked ill" and clarified that when an ER doctor says "ill" it means ,,seriously ill.,,

(295:5-9). Dr. Salisbury described Aubrei as "very frail and very thin." (301 :21-22). Dr.

Salisbury testified that he ordered a battery of tests to rule out any blood disorders that would

have caused Aubrei to bruise easily and those tests came back normal. (284:2-285:18). Dr.

Salisbury also ordered a CAT scan of Aubrei's brain. (257:5-10). The CAT scan showed that

Aubrei had a subdural hematoma, or bleeding on her brain. (287:18-24). Dr. Salisbury testified

that in the absence of some kind of bleeding disorder, a subdural hematoma would generally be

the result of a blunt force injury. (288:3-5). Having observed the linear bruise on Aubrei's side

and having received the results of the CAT scan of Aubrei's head, Dr. Salisbury then ordered a

CAT scan of Aubrei's abdomen. (288:74$, That scan showed that Aubrei had suffered a liver

laceration. (288:1 5-17). Dr. Salisbury testified that a liver laceration would be caused by blunt-

force trauma to the abdomen. (288:18-20). Dr. Salisbury considered the brain bleed to be a life-

threatening injury and the decision was made to transfer Aubrei to a pediatric hospital. (291:21-

292:19).
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Dr. Salisbury testified that if a rure, undiagnosed blood disorder had been causing

Aubrei's bruising, it would not have resolved itself without treatment. (300:21-25).Dr. Salisbury

testified that Mr. Olbricht pointed out one linear bruise on Aubrei's side and explained that

Aubrei fell on a shoe months prior. (286l-17). Dr. Salisbury testified that a linear bruise is

indicative of abuse, (286:5-9), and that based on his examinations and the test results. he

suspected Aubrei's injuries were the result of abuse, (294:3-7).

In his deposition, Dr. Andrew Sirotnak, Director of the Child Protection Team at

Children's Hospital Colorado, testified that Aubrei was transferred from the hospital in Nebraska

to the trauma service department of Children's Hospital in September 2014. (E75,6:96,96;

E75,10:96,96). When Dr. Sirotnak saw Aubrei, she had extensive injuries including: multiple

contusions all over her face, back, chest, abdomen, and extremities; an angled-shaped mark on

her abdomen over her liver; intracranial hemorrhage and possible cerebral contusions; subdural

hemorrhage; a liver fracture; retinal hemonhages; and rib fractures. (E75,11-12:96,96). Aubrei

was also found to be underweight. (E75,13:96,96;875,24:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak diagnosed Aubrei

with battered child syndrome. (E75,12:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak testified that when he saw Aubrei,

she was not anemic, there was no evidence of iron deficiency, and she did not have an infection.

(E75,15:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak testified that Aubrei was "clearly emotionally traurnatized" when

he saw her in Denver, (E75,13:96,96), and that the emotional trauma was particularly apparent

when Aubrei's diaper needed to be changed, (875,27-28:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak explained Aubrei

would become combative and cry and act as if she was scared, (E75,27-28:96,96).

Dr. Sirotnak testified that Aubrei's injuries were both old and new and that the cause of

Aubrei's injuries was trauma. (E75,17:96,96;875,33:96,96) Dr. Sirotnak testified specifically

that Aubrei had been struck with something to cause the triangle-shaped mark on her abdomen.
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(E75,19:96,96;875,33:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak repeatedly stated during his testimony that there was

"no doubt" that Aubrei was abused. (875,16:96,96; E75,34:96,96;). Dr. Sirotnak also testified

that the extensive bruising on Aubrei's back should have been evaluated by a medical

professional, (E75,20:96,96), and that if the injury to Aubrei's face in September was believed to

be a burn, it also should have been evaluated, (875,24:96,96). Dr. Sirotnak testified that when

seen for follow-up appointments, Aubrei has not had any bruising, (875,24-25:96,96),

corroborating the statement from Ms. Pahl that Aubrei does not currently have any bruises,

(236:10-12), and demonstrating further that Aubrei has been removed from the unsafe

environment which led to her injuries, (875,25-26:96,96).

When asked whether Aubrei had ever reported what happened to her, Ms. Pahl testified

that since September, Aubrei has repeatedly said that daddy hurt her. (194:13-19; 195:6-l l).

Ms. Pahl and Dr. Hald testified that Aubrei shows symptoms of posttraumatic stress

disorder. (260:5-7). Ms. Pahl and Dr. Hald testified that Aubrei frustrates easily, that she cries

often, and that she has difficulty with changes in activities. (232:l-21; 263:2-8). Dr. Hald

testified that Aubrei displayed a heightened startle response and would sometimes "fteeze" rather

than seeking comfort from a caregiver. (262:7-14). Dr. Hald explained that Aubrei's symptoms

could be from the physical effects of brain trauma or they could be psychological. (267:2-lO).

Ms. Pahl testified that at the time of trial, Aubrei continued to require extensive follow-up

medical care. (214:22-215:2;222:14-18). Aubrei was still suffering from a brain bleed and blood

clot at the time of time. (227:6-8). Aubrei had regular appointments with doctors at the Non-

Accidental Brain Injury Clinic, (222:23-223:14), the ophthalmologist, (226:9-16), the

hematologist, and continued to receive MRIs at the thrombosis and stroke clinic, (227:17-22).

Ms. Pahl was also taking Aubrei for weekly weight checks with the pediatrician. (229:22-230:8).
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Aubrei's lip is permanently damaged and affecting her speech. (214:10-16). Ms. Pahl testified

that since September, Aubrei has regressed completely on potty-training and that she has shown

new difficulties with simple skills, such as using scissors and putting on a sock. (224:l-20;

225:19-226:3;231:18-24). Ms. Pahl testified that in the less than three months between when

Aubrei was admitted to Children's Hospital and the day of trial in January 2015, Aubrei had

gained approximately six pounds. (230: I 3-23 I :5).

Dr. John Meidlinger testified that he conducted a psychological evaluation of Ms. Miller

and a parent-child interaction assessment of Ms. Miller and Aubrei in January 2015. (358:18-21).

Dr. Meidlinger's evaluation included a clinical interview, written psychological tests, and an

observation with Aubrei. (359:9-14). Dr. Meidlinger diagnosed Ms. Miller as having an

adjustment disorder with anxious mood and a personality disorder with narcissistic and antisocial

features. (360:2-4). Dr. Meidlinger explained that the personality disorder reflected long-term

patterns of behavior, thought, and relating to people. (360:18-20). Dr. Meidlinger described Ms.

Miller as self-centered and displaying a lack of compassion and empathy. (360:22-361:4;

383:20-384:1). Dr. Meidlinger reported that his "overwhelming impression" of the relationship

between Ms. Miller and Aubrei was that it was rather superficial. (E98:8:365,365). Ms. Miller

denied to Dr. Meidlinger that Mr. Olbricht had abused Aubrei. (369:17-22; 372:4-7). In his

report, Dr. Meidlinger stated that Ms. Miller "is characterologically deficient in her ability to feel

and respond to the needs and feelings of her children. As a result, she is incapable of protecting

them." (E98,8:365,365). Dr. Meidlinger also stated that Ms. Miller was "not likely to be

amenable to any kind of treatment or interventions." (368:17-369:2; E98,8:365,365). Dr.

Meidlinger emphasized that he believed there to be a significant distinction between a case

where a parent says, I feel really awful that this happened and I want to do a better job of

I
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protecting my child, versus a case like this where Ms. Miller told him, I do not think she was

abused, I think she was just a little kid who fell down a lot. (384:21-385:2;386:2-7).

Argument

I. THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THAT DEMARCUS WAS A CHILD

wrTHrN THE MEANING OF NEB. REV. STAT. g 43-247(3XA).

For a court to adjudicate a child as within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat. g a3-2a7Q)@)

(Reissue 2008), the State must prove the allegations of the petition by a preponderance of the

evidence. At the adjudication hearing, the court's only concern is whether the conditions in

which the juvenile presently finds himself fit within the asserted subsection of $ 43-247. In re

Interest of Angelica L. & Daniel L.,277 Neb. 984, 767 N.W.2d 74 (2009). In this case, the State

filed a petition alleging that Demarcus O. was a child within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat. $

43-247 (3)(a) on September 30, 2014. (Tl-2). Specifically, the State alleged that Demarcus

lacked proper parental care in that he was in a home where his sibling, Aubrei, was physically

abused, and his parents neglected or refused to provide necessary parental care including an

environment free from physical abuse. (T1-7).

The Nebraska Court of Appeals has held that circumstantial evidence may be sufficient to

prove that a child is a juvenile within the meaning of subsection (3)(a) of this section where the

record shows (l) a parent's control over the child during the period when the abuse or neglect

occurred and (2) multiple injuries or other serious impairment of health have occurred which

ordinarily would not occur in the absence of abuse or neglect, In re Interest of McCauley H., 3

Neb. App, 474,529 N.W.2d 77 (1995);see also Inre Interest of Chloe L.,14 Neb. App.663,

712 N.W.2d 289 (2006) (extending the holding of In re Interest of McCauley H. to an appeal

from termination of parental rights). The Nebraska Supreme Court has held that evidence that
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established (l) a child sustained injuries of a nature not likely to occur in the normal course of

the child's movement, (2) such injuries would have some physical manifestations associated with

them, and (3) the parent failed to seek medical treatment for a couple of weeks is sufficient to

find the child is a neglected child within the Nebraska Juvenile Code. In re Interest of A.L.G.,

230 Neb, 732,432 N.W.2d 852 (1988).

In considering cases where it is alleged that a sibling of the juvenile at issue has been

abused, the Nebraska Court of Appeals has repeatedly held that a court "need not await certain

disaster to come into fruition before taking protective steps in the interest of a minor child." In re

Interest of Chloe L.,14 Neb. App. 663,712 N.W.2d 289 (2006).In In re Interest of Sarah C., 10

Neb. App. 184,626 N.W.2d 637 (2001), the Nebraska Court of Appeals found that adjudication

of a minor child was appropriate where the evidence showed that the child's sibling sustained a

dislocated elbow and two fractured ribs while in the primary care and control of the children's

parents, the parents did not have any suspicions about individuals who had provided childcare

for the children. and the parents were unable to offer any reasonable explanation for the sibling's

injuries. The State is not required to prove the identity of the individual who committed the

abuse. Id at 192,626 N,W.2d at 643.

In this case, the evidence demonstrated by a preponderance of the evidence that

Demarcus's three year old sister, Aubrei, had been subjected to physical abuse while in the

custody of Demarcus's mother, Cassandra Miller, and father, Cody Olbricht. Dr. Sirotnak and

Dr. Salisbury testified that when Aubrei was examined on September 28,2014, she had multiple

injuries in various stages of healing including a subdural hematoma, retinal hemorrhaging, a

lacerated liver, fractured ribs, and bruises all over her body. (E75,11-12:96,96). The medical

experts all testified that Aubrei had been subjected to physical abuse and her apparent injuries
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should have been evaluated by a doctor. (E75,16:96,96; 875,34:96,96; 875,20:96,96;

875,24:96,96). When interviewed, Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht were unable to provide an

explanation that was consistent with her injuries. (166:13-16; 50g: l2-t3).

There was no evidence at the hearing to dispute the testimony of Dr. Sirotnak and Dr.

Salisbury that Aubrei was subjected to physical abuse and flown to Denver with extensive

injuries. (E75,1l'12:96,96). Ms. Miller reported that Aubrei's most recent symptoms began the

week prior to Aubrei's hospitalization after Aubrei had spent that Saturday in Mr. Olbricht,s care

while Ms' Miller worked. (E77:156,156; 160:9-15). Aubrei had apparent injuries including

extensive bruising, bleeding in her eye, vomiting and lethargy. Ms. Miller told people that she

planned to take Aubrei to a doctor if her condition did not improve, but did not do so. (41 g:7-21;

160:18'22). Ms. Miller's testimony demonstrated that at best, she simply accepted Mr, Olbricht,s

explanations for Aubrei's injuries without any effort to determine what was actually happening

to her daughter. (487:24-488:l; 501 :4-16; 502:8-19; 503:12-23; 504:23-505:g; 509:t-5t2:9;

515:1-ll;530:17-531:1). Even after medical professionals told Ms. Miller they believed

Aubrei's injuries were the result of abuse, the Appellant refused to believe her daughter was

abused. (549:22-23).

The evidence demonstrated that Demarcus's parents caused Aubrei's injuries and/or

failed to protect her from that harm, and Demarcus was a young, vulnerable child residing in the

same household. This evidence was sufficient to find by a preponderance of the evidence that

Demarcus was a neglected child at risk of harm within the meaning of Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 43-

2a7Q)@).
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II. THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THERE WERE GROUNDS TO

TERMINATE PARENTAL RIGHTS UNDER NEB. REV. STAT. S 43.292.

For this Court to terminate parental rights the State must prove by clear and convincing

evidence that one or more of the statutory grounds permitting termination exist and that

termination is in the juvenile's best interests. In re Interests of slqte w., 14 Neb. App. 74,704

N.W.2d I (2005). In this case, the State has alleged that termination is appropriate under Neb.

Rev. Stat. 5 43'292(2) because Demarcus's mother and father have substantially and

continuously or repeatedly neglected and refused to give Demarcus or his sister Aubrei necessary

parental care and protection; and also that termination is appropriate under Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 43-

292(9) due to aggravated circumstances, specifically that Demarcus's father subjected

Demarcus's sister Aubrei to chronic physical abuse and Demarcus's mother failed to protect

Demarcus's sister Aubrei from chronic physical abuse.

"Aggravated circumstances" as used in Neb. Rev. Stat. 5 43-292 "embodies the concept

that the nature of the abuse or neglect must have been so severe or repetitive that to attempt

reunification would jeopardize and compromise the safety of the child and would place the child

in a position of unreasonable risk to be reabused." In re Interest of Angelina G.,20 Neb. App.

646, 658, 830 N.W.2d 512, 521 (2013). The Court of Appeals has clarified that aggravated

circumstances "must be determined on a case-by-case basis" and that the phrase refers to

circumstances creating an "unacceptably high risk to the health, safety, and welfare" of a child

such that reasonable efforts to reunification may be bypassed. Id, Courts may consider whether

the offer or receipt of services would correct the conditions that led to the abuse or neglect of a

child within a reasonable time. Id. at 658,830 N.W.2d at 522. The Nebraska Supreme Court had
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repeatedly held that "aggravated circumstances exist when a child suffers severe, intentional

physical abuse." In re Interest of Ryder J.,283 Neb. 318, 809 N.w.2d 255 (2012).

In In re Interest of Jac'quez N.,266 Neb. 782, 669 N.W.2d 429 (2003), the evidence

showed that a young child was brought to the emergency room by his mother with injuries

consistent with abuse, specifically shaken baby syndrome. The child's parents explained that the

child had rolled off the couch and hit his head on a telephone on the floor two days prior. Id. The

evidence established that certain of the child's injuries were obvious and that the parents had

delayed seeking medical treatment. /d. Specifically, the evidence showed that the child had a

black eye, was not acting himself, and had some shaking in his hands, Id. at785-86,669 N.W.2d

at 432. In reversing an order which terminated the parental rights of the child's father but denied

the motion to terminate parental rights of the child's mother based on aggravated circumstances,

the Nebraska Supreme Court noted that although the evidence did not tend to established that the

child's mother had inflicted the initial injuries on the child, it clearly established that she had

neglected the child's medical needs by delaying medical treatment for 48 hours. Id. at791,669

N.W.2d at 436. The Nebraska Supreme Court found that termination based on aggravated

circumstances and the best interests of the child was appropriate, noting that the mother's failure

in the past indicated that an attempt to reunify the child, now with heightened needs due to his

injuries, would jeopardize and compromise the child's safety and "engender an unreasonable risk

that the child's needs would again be ignored at the peril of his health and well-being." Id. at

792-93,669 N.W.2d at 436-37 .

The Nebraska Appellate Courts have repeatedly upheld termination of parental rights as

in a child's best interest based abuse and neglect of a sibling. For example, in In re Interest of

Chloe L.,14 Neb. App. 663,712 N.W.2d 289 (2006), the Nebraska Court of Appeals affirmed
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termination of parental rights to two siblings where it was discovered that the younger sibling

had multiple fractures in various stages of healing, the injuries had occurred while the child was

in the care and custody of his parents, and the child's parents had not given any plausible

explanation for the injuries. The Court of Appeals found it was in both juvenile's best interests

that both parents' parental rights be terminated based on the severity of the injuries to the

younger child and the fact that the parents had failed to protect him from those injuries. Id. at

674,712 N.W.2d at298.

Similarly, in In re Interest of Angelina G.,20 Neb. App. 646, 830 N.W.2d 512 (2013),

the evidence showed that repeated exposure to domestic violence had caused psychological

damage to at least two of four siblings. The Nebraska Court of Appeals noted that although there

was no evidence of a negative impact to the other two siblings, under Neb. Rev. Stat. $ 43-

292(9) psychological trauma to other minor children was sufficient for grounds to terminate

parental rights to all four children. ld. at 658-59, 830 N.W.2d at 522.In finding that termination

was also in all four children's best interests, the Court of Appeals noted that the parents'

circumstances were unchanged and the parents did not accept responsibility for DHHS

involvement in their lives. Id. at 660,830 N.W.2d at 523.

The State would argue that the case at hand is especially similar to In re Interest of Ryder

J.,283 Neb. 318, 809 N.W.2d 255 (2012). In re Interest of Ryder I was an appeal from

termination of parental rights based on abuse of the juvenile's half-brother by the juvenile's

father, who was not the biological father to the half-brother. The Nebraska Supreme Court noted

that the juvenile at issue had not been abused, but stated, "[I]n our view, the abuse of any child

by an adult-regardless of whether it is the adult's own child or the child of another----calls that

adult's ability to parent into serious question." Id. at327,809 N.W.2d at262. The Nebraska
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Supreme Court emphasized the fact that the half-brother's abuse had apparently been in reaction

to that child wetting the bed and hiding his soiled pajamas. Id. The court noted that because the

juvenile at issue was younger, the potty training-type accidents that led to the half-brother's

abuse had not yet become an issue with the younger brother. .Id. In affirming the order

terminating parental rights, the court rejected the suggestion that the father's treatment of his

biological son would be different because the evidence demonstrated that the father could not

appropriately deal with the stress of parenting. hd.,809 N.W.2d at262-63. The court also noted

that the only treatment for the father was long-term therapy, and also that the father was

currently unable to parent due to incarceration. Id. at 328, 809 N.w.2d at263.

In the case at hand, the evidence demonstrated that Demarcus's older sibling, Aubrei,

suffered multiple, severe injuries and the testimony from medical experts established that

Aubrei's injuries would not have occurred in the absence of abuse. Aubrei was in the care of Ms.

Miller and Mr. Olbricht during the period when her injuries occurred and there was no evidence

to suggest that anyone other than Ms. Miller andlor Mr. Olbricht inflicted the injuries. Aubrei

repeatedly stated "daddy" hurt her. Ms. Miller testified that at least four of Aubrei's most severe

injuries happened while Aubrei was in the sole care of Mr. Olbricht. Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht

gave explanations of accidental causes despite testimony from medical experts that Aubrei's

injuries were not consistent with the explanations provided. Regardless of who caused Aubrei's

injuries, the evidence clearly established that Ms. Miller neglected Aubrei's medical and

nutritional needs and utterly failed to protect Aubrei from severe and repetitive injury.

The evidence, including testimony from Investigator Brunz that Aubrei's toddler bed was

found soaked in urine, the connection between several of Aubrei's injuries and showering, the

admission by Ms. Miller during the interview with Investigator Rohrer that Aubrei's most severe
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discipline often related to Aubrei having potty training accidents and involved sending Aubrei to

take a shower, (524:24-19), and the testimony of Dr. Sirotnak that Aubrei feared diaper changes,

all suggests that the physical abuse of Aubrei was in response to the normal stress of potty

training. This was an issue that had not yet arisen with one-year-old Demarcus.

The Appellant claims that Ms. Miller had no reason to suspect abuse. That argument is

not supported by the evidence which established that for over a year nearly everyone having day-

to-day contact with Aubrei found her frequent injuries and bruising to be unusual and suspect.

The Appellant testified that she was the person primarily responsible for bathing Aubrei. (548:5-

6). As such, it seems impossible that she would not have observed the injuries that everyone else

was noticing on Aubrei over the year prior to Aubrei's hospitalization. Ms. Miller told multiple

people that Aubrei seemed to bruise easily and the bruises seemed to last a long time. Ms. Miller

attributed the bruising to anemia or a blood disorder despite the fact that Aubrei had never been

diagnosed with anything and Ms. Miller failed to seek a medical opinion on the bruising except

when directed to do so by DHHS.

The evidence established that law enforcement and DHHS had investigated Aubrei's

injuries at least twice in the sixth month period prior to Aubrei's hospitalization. When DHHS

instructed the Appellant to seek a medical opinion due to Aubrei's bruises, the pediatrician

requested a skeleton scan and then requested that the Appellant bring Aubrei for follow-up x-

rays, The Appellant's mother and multiple people at Aubrei's daycare confronted Ms. Miller

regarding Aubrei's injuries on a regular basis. Ms. Miller's continual absurd and repetitive

explanations for Aubrei's injuries suggest Ms. Miller was complicit in the abuse or the attempt to

hide such abuse. At the very least, Ms. Miller accepted whatever explanations Mr. Olbricht

provided without question. Considering the nearly constant red flags that something was
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happening to Aubrei, it is difficult to imagine how a mother could legitimately be blind to the

concern unless her ignorance was willful. Even after Mr. olbricht was charged with the crime

and Aubrei was removed from the Appellant's care because of suspected abuse, the Appellant

refused to believe that Mr. Olbricht could have abused Aubrei and the Appellant chose to

continue her relationship with Mr. olbricht. At the time of trial, Mr. olbricht was unable to care

for Demarcus at all due to incarceration' (544:3-17)'

The evidence established by clear and convicting evidence that for about a yeat,

Demarcus's sister, Aubrei, suffered severe and repetitive abuse while in the care of Demarcus's

parents. Ultimately, that abuse put Aubrei in the hospital for nearly two weeks with life-

threatening injuries to her brain and liver. The physical abuse and neglect of Demarcus's sibling

and the failure to protect her from such abuse provide grounds for termination of both parents'

parental rights based on aggravated circumstances'

IIr. THE COURT DID NOT ERR IN FINDING THAT TERMINATION OF

PARENTAL RIGHTS WAS IN DEMARCUS'S BEST INTERESTS.

The foremost purpose and objective of the Nebraska Juvenile Code is to promote and

protect the juvenile's best interests. Inre Interest of Karlie D.,283 Neb. 581,592,811N'W'2d

214,224 (2012). whether termination of parental rights is in the best interests of a child involves

consideration of two aspects: (l) what the child might gain or lose by a continued relationship

with the parent and (2)what the child might gain by the prospects of new relationships which the

termination might open for the child. In re Interest of Heather G. et al.,12 Neb' App' 12,664

N.W.2d 448 (2003).

The evidence in this case also clearly established that termination of both parents'

parental rights is in Demarcus's best interest. The evidence established that Ms. Miller and Mr'
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Olbricht failed to appreciate the severity of the harm to Aubrei and refused to acknowledge their

role in that hatm, reflecting poorly on their ability to improve as parents. The psychological

evaluation conducted by Dr. Meidlinger provided an explanation for Ms. Miller's attitude in that

Ms. Miller suffers from a personality disorder marked by narcissism and a lack of empathy.

Demarcus's parents substantially neglected his and his sister's need for a safe home, free

from abuse. The evidence suggests that Mr. Olbricht is unable to deal with the normal stress of

parenting without resorting to violence. Even without a finding as to specifically who caused

Aubrei's injuries, it is clear that Ms. Miller and Mr. Olbricht utterly failed to protect Aubrei for

an extended period of time despite apparent injury. Dr. Meidlinger's testimony suggests that Ms.

Miller's character makes her unable to protect her children and that she is not likely to be

amenable to treatment. To return Demarcus to the care of either Ms. Miller or Mr. Olbricht

would put Demarcus at an unreasonably high risk of being abused and neglected in the future.

Conclusion

For the foregoing reasons, the Appellee asks this Court to affirm the decision of the

County Court of Scotts Bluff County acting as a juvenile court, in adjudicating Demarcus and

terminating the parental rights of the Appellant, Ms. Miller, and the Appellee, Mr. Olbricht.
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